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Abstract 6 

TITIPy (Topside Ionosphere Turbulence Indices with Python) is a stand-alone Python tool developed for the 7 
calculation and mapping of RODI, ROTI, and ROTEI indices, for the characterization of the turbulent state of 8 
the topside ionosphere. Data gathered by Langmuir Probes and Precise Orbit Determination antennas on-board 9 
ESA Swarm satellites constellation are used to calculate topside ionosphere indices with a high time rate and 10 
a global coverage. From the study of these topside indices, information on physical mechanisms involved in 11 
the formation of small-scale irregularities (both spatial and temporal) can be drawn, particularly at high and 12 
low latitudes. TITIPy provides outputs as time series of calculated indices in text files, and figures as maps in 13 
geographic and magnetic coordinates. TITIPy is particularly suited for the investigation of the topside 14 
ionosphere irregularities, and for the identification of peculiar spatial and temporal patterns. The paper 15 
describes the TITIPy design and code workflow along with a detailed explanation of RODI, ROTI, and ROTEI 16 
indices calculation. Furthermore, an example of application based on data collected during the St. Patrick 2015 17 
geomagnetic storm is also shown. TITIPy is open-source and freely downloadable at 18 
https://github.com/pignalberi/TITIPy. 19 
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1. Introduction 24 

The characterization of the physical state of the topside ionosphere is becoming more and more important in 25 
recent years due to the growing interest in the Space Weather applications (Moldwin, 2008). The topside 26 
ionosphere is the region extending from the F-layer peak (the ionospheric electron density maximum) to the 27 
upper transition height (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969; Ratcliffe, 1972). A complete knowledge of the topside 28 
ionosphere is of topical importance for any satellite communication because it contains the largest fraction of 29 
the ionospheric total electron content (TEC); then, radio signals passing through it are affected by the presence 30 
of electrons that cause a change in the refraction index and then delays and phase shifts in signals. Moreover, 31 
it has also been recognized that small-scale fluctuations in the electron density can cause disrupting of 32 
communications between ground receivers and satellites (or between satellites), usually referred to as loss of 33 
locks (Buchert et al., 2015; Xiong et al. 2016). Despite its importance for Space Weather applications, the 34 
understanding of the topside ionosphere still remains a challenge because there are no continuous data available 35 
at the moment. In fact, topside electron density measurements are limited both in space and time by the 36 
difficulties in probing a region hidden to the widely spread ground-based ionosondes. As a consequence, more 37 
sophisticated and expensive techniques and instruments like incoherent scatter radars, topside sounders, radio-38 
occultation, and in-situ Langmuir Probes on-board Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites, have to be employed to 39 
this task. 40 

The topside ionosphere is very rich in electron density irregularities ranging from meters to hundreds of 41 
kilometers (Kelley, 2009). Electron density irregularities are customary at high latitudes (Tsunoda, 1988; 42 
Cherniak and Zakharenkova, 2016) and low latitudes (Zakharenkova and Astafyeva, 2015; Zakharenkova et 43 
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al., 2016); while middle latitudes are usually affected by them only under geomagnetic storms. To identify and 44 
study such irregularities in the topside electron density, two ionospheric indices were defined in the past: RODI 45 
(Rate Of change of Density Index) derived from in-situ electron density measurements, and ROTI (Rate Of 46 
change of Total electron content Index) derived from integrated TEC measurements. It has been shown that 47 
these indices can catch most of the irregularities and fluctuations exhibited by the topside electron density (Pi 48 
et al., 1997; Cherniak et al., 2014, 2015; Zakharenkova and Astafyeva, 2015; Cherniak and Zakharenkova, 49 
2016; Zakharenkova et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2019; Piersanti et al., 2020). Recently, De Michelis et al. (2020), 50 
by analyzing electron density data from the ESA (European Space Agency) Swarm mission (Friis-Christensen 51 
et al., 2006) during a severe geomagnetic storm, were also able to associate RODI values and patterns (at high 52 
latitudes) to fluid and magnetohydrodynamic turbulence. Then, establishing a connection with the turbulent 53 
state of the upper atmosphere is topical. 54 

ESA Swarm mission gives the opportunity to calculate topside ionosphere turbulence indices thanks to its three 55 
satellites orbit configuration and on-board instruments (Stolle et al., 2013). Langmuir Probes on-board Swarm 56 
satellites allow to calculate RODI values with a very high time rate and with a very good spatial coverage. At 57 
the same time, ROTI values can be obtained through Precise Orbit Determination (POD) antennas allowing 58 
to track Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites signals. This is why a Python (http://www.python.org/) 59 
tool has been developed aiming to calculate and map the ionospheric indices RODI and ROTI obtained through 60 
Swarm satellites data. The name of the tool is TITIPy (Topside Ionosphere Turbulence Indices with Python). 61 
Other than RODI and ROTI indices, TITIPy derives also a new index based on electron temperature 62 
measurements; its name is ROTEI (Rate Of change of electron TEmperature Index). For a specific time (year, 63 
month, and day defined by the user) and for a selected Swarm satellite (out of three), TITIPy automatically 64 
downloads needed files from the ESA Swarm repository, calculates ionospheric indices, and gives outputs as 65 
time series in text files and plots in geographic and magnetic coordinates. TITIPy is a stand-alone Python tool 66 
that does not require any installation apart from the required Python libraries and compilers; then, its use is 67 
very easy and straightforward. The use of TITIPy can help in the identification and investigation of topside 68 
ionosphere small-scale irregularities, thus highlighting their peculiar spatial and temporal patterns on a global 69 
scale. Its use is of particular interest in the study of the development and intensification of small-scale 70 
ionosphere irregularities under the specific and rapidly changing conditions imposed by geomagnetic storms. 71 
Moreover, TITIPy turns out to be suitable also for climatological studies to highlight the main features of 72 
small-scale ionosphere irregularities on a global scale and under different geophysical conditions (diurnal, 73 
seasonal, solar and magnetic activity variabilities). 74 

In Section 2, ESA’s Swarm mission and data are described. The definition and methodology applied for indices 75 
calculation is the topic of Section 3. Section 4 describes the TITIPy design and workflow, while an example 76 
of its application is given in Section 5. In Section 6, the conclusions are summarized. 77 

 78 

2. ESA Swarm mission and data 79 

Swarm is a ESA mission aiming to study the geomagnetic field, the impact of the solar wind on the dynamics 80 
of the upper atmosphere, and the electric currents in the magnetosphere and ionosphere (Friis-Christensen et 81 
al., 2006). Swarm is a constellation constituted by three LEO satellites launched at the end of 2013, and still 82 
operating, in a circular near-polar orbit. Two of them (Swarm A and C) have the same orbit configuration 83 
(inclination of 87.4°, initial altitude of about 460 km, east-west separation of about 1°–1.5° in longitude). The 84 
third (Swarm B) has a different orbital configuration (inclination of 88°, initial altitude of about 520 km) 85 
compared to the couple Swarm A and C. Swarm’s data are freely downloadable at ftp://swarm-diss.eo.esa.int. 86 

With regard to the design and instrumentation, the three Swarm satellites are identical. Among the instruments 87 
carried by Swarm satellites, we are here interested in Langmuir Probes (LP) (Knudsen et al., 2017) and POD 88 
antennas (van den Ijssel et al., 2016) data. LP provide measurements of in-situ electron density (Ne) and 89 
electron temperature (Te) with a 2-Hz rate (Swarm L1b Product Definition, 2018; Lomidze et al., 2018).  90 
Swarm Level 1b LP data (EFIx_LP_1B) contain time series of in-situ calibrated electron density and 91 
temperature data. No correction based on external instruments is applied to the Swarm Level 1b LP dataset. 92 
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Detailed information about Swarm data quality are available at https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/swarm/data-93 
access/quality-of-swarm-l1b-l2cat2-products. POD antennas are GPS receivers from which the TEC is 94 
determined (Swarm L2 TEC Product Description, 2017; Noja et al., 2013). Level 2 TEC data (TEC/TMS) 95 
contain time series of vertical and slant (absolute and relative) TEC for each GPS satellite in view (at most 96 
eight due to instrumentation design). TEC time series are at 0.1 Hz until 15 July 2014, and at 1 Hz since than 97 
onwards. 98 

Swarm’s LP data are provided with three flags (Swarm L1b Product Definition, 2018); the first for LP 99 
instruments (Flags_LP), the other two characterizing electron density and temperature measurements 100 
(Flags_Ne and Flags_Te). For the calculation of indices derived from LP measurements, only the most reliable 101 
data are considered, namely those with Flags_LP = 1, Flag_Ne ≤ 29, and Flags_Te = 10 or 20. Differently, no 102 
flag is provided with TEC data; then, all data TEC are used for the indices calculation. 103 

 104 

3. Topside ionosphere turbulence indices  105 

By means of Ne, Te, and TEC measured time series, it is possible to calculate some indices characterizing their 106 
fluctuations at small spatial and temporal scales in the topside ionosphere. These fluctuations are characteristic 107 
of phenomena happening in the topside ionosphere due mostly to the forcing imposed by the geomagnetic field 108 
configuration, solar illumination, neutral atmosphere dynamics, and coupling with the magnetosphere and 109 
solar wind (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969; Ratcliffe, 1972; Tsunoda, 1988; Kelley, 2009). Swarm satellites data 110 
have recently allowed the identification of connections between turbulence phenomena and these ionospheric 111 
indices at high latitudes (Jin et al., 2019; De Michelis et al., 2020), and low latitudes (Zakharenkova et al., 112 
2016; Xiong et al., 2016), in the topside ionosphere. 113 

Swarm satellites derived data are particularly suited for ionospheric indices calculation and study due to their 114 
high measurement rate instrumentation and orbit configuration (as described in Section 2). The mathematical 115 
steps behind the topside ionosphere turbulence indices calculation are the same when considering Ne, Te, and 116 
TEC measured time series. The indices calculation procedure is based on the following three mathematical 117 
steps: 118 

1. From the measured time series of either Ne, Te, or TEC, the corresponding time derivative along the 119 
satellite’s orbit, at time t, is calculated: 120 
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where x stands for either Ne, Te, or TEC time series, and δt is the time step;  122 
 123 

2. Time derivative calculated values are organized in sliding windows of width Δt centered at time t. In 124 
each window, the arithmetic mean of time derivative values is calculated by using all values falling 125 
between (t - Δt/2) and (t + Δt/2): 126 
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Where N is the number of values falling in the window, depending on the window’s width and time 128 
step; 129 

3. The standard deviation of time derivative calculated values in a sliding window represents the index 130 
X associated to the physical quantity x: 131 
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Steps 1-3 are repeated along the entire time series of data measured by Swarms satellites to obtain time series 133 
of calculated indices. 134 

3.1 Electron density and RODI 135 

From electron density measurements the index named Rate Of change of Density Index (RODI, Zakharenkova 136 
and Astafyeva, 2015; Zakharenkova et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2019; De Michelis et al., 2020; Piersanti et al., 137 
2020) can be derived by applying steps 1-3 to Swarms’ measured data.  138 

Specifically, the Rate Of change of Density (ROD) is the time derivative of the electron density calculated 139 
along the satellite’s orbit. Ne values measured by LP on-board Swarm satellites are continuous time series; 140 
however, missing measurements are possible. By indexing with k the contiguous measured values, the kth ROD 141 
value is defined as: 142 

 1

1
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, (4) 143 

where Nek is the electron density measured at time tk. ROD values are calculated only for time consecutive 144 
measurements; i.e., when the condition (tk+1 - tk) = δt = 0.5 s is met. As stated in (4) (the same applies in (7) 145 
and (10)), only the first-order term is considered in the calculation of the time derivative, i.e., only time 146 
consecutive values are considered. More refined numerical approaches based on higher-order terms might be 147 
applied at the cost of increasing the computational time. In TITIPy, the simplest first-order approach is applied 148 
to be consistent with the published literature on the topic, and to keep low the computational time. 149 

Then, by application of (2) and (3), the kth RODI value is calculated as: 150 
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 , (5) 151 

where RODk+i are ROD values falling inside the rectangular window centered at the index k, and of width (2j 152 
+ 1). The width of the window used for indices calculation is crucial for the detection of fluctuations of different 153 
spatial and temporal scales. For example, concerning the study of small-scale fluctuations, a good choice is to 154 
select windows 10-seconds wide as was done by De Michelis et al. (2020). This is also the default in TITIPy; 155 
then, j = 10 and (at most) 21 values are used for the RODI calculation (because of LP 2Hz rate). However, the 156 

user can change the width of the window used for indices calculation. In (5), ROD̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
𝑘 is calculated by applying 157 

(2) to (4): 158 
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  . (6) 159 

RODI is calculated only when at least half of the values allowed in the window are present; otherwise, it is 160 
considered non statistically significant and then discarded. Then, in the default case where Δt = 10 s and δt 161 
=0.5 s, at least 11 ROD values falling in the window are needed for the RODI calculation.  162 

3.2 Electron temperature and ROTEI 163 

The same procedure of Section 3.1, applied on electron density values to calculate RODI, has been applied on 164 
electron temperature values to obtain the index named Rate Of change of electron TEmperature Index 165 
(ROTEI). ROTEI is a new index which is presented here for the first time. ROTEI describes the small spatial 166 
and temporal scale fluctuations in the electron temperature along the Swarm satellites orbit. As a consequence, 167 
its use can be important to identify steep gradients in the topside ionosphere, associated for example with 168 
plasma heating caused by particle precipitation at auroral latitudes, or particles acceleration due to magnetic 169 
and electric fields. 170 
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The Rate Of change of electron TEmperature (ROTE) is the time derivative of the electron temperature 171 
calculated along the satellite’s orbit: 172 

 1
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By application of (2) and (3), the kth ROTEI value is calculated as: 174 
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with 176 
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3.3 Total electron content and ROTI 178 

From TEC measurements the index named Rate Of change of Total electron content Index (ROTI, Pi et al., 179 
1997; Cherniak et al., 2014, 2015; Cherniak and Zakharenkova, 2016) can be derived by applying steps 1-3 180 
to Swarm TEC retrieved data. However, the application of mathematical steps 1-3 to TEC values requires 181 
special care because of two main reasons: 182 

 Unlike Ne and Te, TEC values are not in-situ measurements but integrated ones along the path linking 183 
the LEO Swarm satellite to the GPS satellite. In fact, TEC represents the total electron content 184 
obtained by integration of electron density between the Swarm and the GPS satellites positions. How 185 
slant and vertical TEC values are obtained through Swarm data is described in Swarm L2 TEC Product 186 
Description (2017). This means that measured TEC values (regardless of slant or vertical) cannot be 187 
associated to the Swarm orbit position; 188 

 While a single value of Ne and Te is available at a specific time, Swarm satellites can track at most 189 
eight GPS satellites simultaneously. This means that, for a specific time, we have to handle more TEC 190 
measurements coming from different GPS satellites, then from different locations. 191 

How TITIPY faces these two issues is described in the following. 192 

The Rate Of change of Total electron content (ROT) is the time derivative of the TEC calculated along the 193 
path linking Swarm to a specific GPS satellite. For the sake of simplicity, in the following, we simply refer to 194 
TEC values, taking in mind that both slant (sTEC) and vertical (vTEC) values can be used in the ROT 195 
derivation. Then: 196 
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, (10) 197 

where s is the index running on the GPS satellites in view. GPS satellites are identified by a Pseudo-Random 198 
Number (PRN), with PRN running from 1 to 32. 199 

By application of (2) and (3), the kth ROTI value, for the GPS satellite s, is calculated as: 200 
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Level 2 TEC data (TEC/TMS) contain time series of vertical and slant (absolute and relative) TEC for each 204 
GPS satellite in view (Swarm L2 TEC Product Description, 2017), along with Swarm and GPS satellites 205 
coordinates in the Cartesian system of reference identified by the World Geodetic System 84 (WGS 84). WGS 206 
84 is an Earth-centered Earth-fixed right-handed Cartesian coordinate system describing the Earth surface as 207 
an oblate spheroid with equatorial radius 6378137.0 m and flattening 1/298.257223563 (Leick et al., 2015; Xu 208 
and Xu, 2015). From here on, we will refer to this as Global Cartesian coordinate system, being centered on 209 
the Earth’s center of mass. However, due to the fact that Swarm satellites are orbiting the Earth, the most 210 
suitable coordinate system is that centered on the Swarm satellite, that we will refer to as Local Cartesian 211 
coordinate system. In the Local coordinate system, the x axis points to the North, the z axis along the local 212 
vertical (i.e., the normal to the ellipsoidal surface identified by WGS 84), and the y axis is oriented to the right 213 
of x. The Global and Local coordinate systems are depicted in panel a) of Figure 1. In the Global coordinate 214 

system, the coordinates of the GPS satellite are  GPS GPS GPS, ,x y z , while those for Swarm 215 

 SWARM SWARM SWARM, ,x y z . By following Xu and Xu (2015), the coordinates vector linking the GPS to the 216 

Swarm satellite  GPS SWARM GPS SWARM GPS SWARM, ,x x y y z z   can be transformed from the Global to the Local 217 

coordinate system. By defining XLocal as the vector of coordinates in the Local system, and XGlobal as the 218 
corresponding vector in the Global system, the two vectors are linked through the rotation matrix R defined in 219 
(13). 220 
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Local GlobalX RX

R
,  (13) 221 

where φ is the geodetic latitude and λ the geodetic longitude of Swarm satellite (Figure 1); i.e., the origin of 222 
the Local coordinate system. The matrix R is obtained by two successive rotations of the Global coordinate 223 
system (a rotation of angle 90°- φ around the yGlobal axis, followed by a rotation of angle λ around the zGlobal 224 
axis) and then by changing the xLocal axis to a right-handed system (Xu and Xu, 2015). 225 

Eqs. (13) are then applied to our specific case comprising Swarm and GPS satellites: 226 
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, (14) 227 

where  ' , ' , 'GPS GPS GPSx y z are the GPS coordinates in the Local coordinate system centered on the Swarm 228 

satellite position. 229 

Finally, the Azimuth (Az), Zenith (Ze), and Elevation (El) angles, in the Local coordinate system, can be 230 
deduced by simple trigonometric relations (see panel a) of Figure 1): 231 
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, (15) 232 

where      
2 2 2

GPS SWARM GPS SWARM GPS SWARMd x x y y z z      . 233 

 234 

Figure 1: a) Global and Local Cartesian coordinate systems representation; b) Spherical thin shell 235 
approximation representation, orthogonal section along the Azimuth angle between Swarm and GPS satellites. 236 

 237 

It is important to note that, because TEC is an integral quantity between LEO and GPS satellites, ROTI values 238 
cannot be associated either to Swarm or GPS positions. Here, we applied the customary methodology applied 239 
in the calculation of TEC values for ground-based GNSS receivers, i.e., the spherical thin shell approximation 240 
(Klobuchar, 1987). The spherical thin shell approximation geometric representation is given in the panel b) of 241 
Figure 1. Swarm is the receiver, whose local tangent plane is the one identified by the (xLocal, yLocal) plane, and 242 
the GPS position is given by the angles specified in (15). A spherical thin shell is placed at altitude H above 243 
Swarm (then at altitude hSWARM + H to the Earth’s surface). In TITIPy, H = 400 km. By following Klobuchar 244 
(1987) and Leick et al. (2015), the coordinates of the Ionospheric Pierce Point (IPP), i.e., the point where the 245 
link path between GPS and Swarm satellites pierces the spherical thin shell, can be deduced from spherical 246 
trigonometric relations and (15) (Figure 1): 247 
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, (16) 248 

where RE is the Earth’s radius,  SWARM SWARM,   are the geodetic longitude and latitude of Swarm satellite, 249 

is the angle to the center of the Earth between Swarm and IPP,  IPP IPP,  are the geodetic longitude and 250 

latitude of the IPP.  IPP IPP,  are the coordinates to which calculated ROTI values are associated. 251 

 252 

4. TITIPy design and workflow 253 

TITIPy is a stand-alone Python tool composed by several scripts linked together. The flow chart depicting the 254 
TITIPy design and workflow is given in Figure 2. The description of each Python script composing TITIPy is 255 
the topic of this Section. 256 
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 257 

Figure 2: Flow chart representing TITIPy workflow and corresponding Python scripts. 258 

 259 

4.1 TITIPy launching and Python environment and dependencies 260 
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TITIPy tool has been developed specifically for Linux-based operating systems and Python 3.7.6+ versions. It 261 
needs some not built-in Python libraries to run. All information on requirements, Python environment and 262 
needed dependencies are collected in the README.md file given along with TITIPy code. The LICENSE file 263 
is also given. 264 

Main.py is the Python script to launch a TITIPy run. It imports and runs the other scripts of the tool, and 265 
controls the workflow. TITIPy can be run from terminal simply by navigating to the corresponding folder tool 266 
and by typing the following command: 267 

python Main.py 268 

Alternatively, any Python IDLE (Integrated Development and Learning Environment) can be used to run the 269 
script Main.py. 270 

In the file TITIPY_input_parameters.txt, some run parameters, other than those defined through the terminal 271 
interface, can be defined. 272 

Results of the TITIPy run, data and figures (if wanted), are put in the folder (created during the run) named 273 
YYYYMMDDS, where YYYY = year, MM = month, DD = day of the month, and S = Swarm satellite (A, B, or 274 
C), chosen through the terminal interface. 275 

4.2 Terminal interface   276 

The script Terminal_interface.py contains the terminal interface to allow the user to input TITIPy run’s info. 277 
Specifically, it asks to insert the year, month, day, and Swarm satellite (A, B, or C). It is possible to run TITIPy 278 
from the 5th December 2013 (Swarm’s beginning of the mission) to 6 days before today (due to latency in 279 
Swarm’s TEC data dissemination). Moreover, Terminal_interface.py reads the TITIPY_input_parameters.txt 280 
file to get further info on the TITIPy run like: whether or not plotting the results, selecting the width of the 281 
sliding window used for indices calculation (in seconds), and which type of TEC data using in ROTI 282 
calculation. 283 

4.3 Downloading and analysis of Swarm data 284 

The script Downloading_Swarm_data.py downloads and decompresses LP and TEC files from ESA Swarm 285 
FTP (ftp://swarm-diss.eo.esa.int). Swarm Level 1b LP data are those in the folder 286 
…/Level1b/Latest_baselines/EFIx_LP/ on ESA Swarm FTP; while Level 2 TEC data are in 287 
…/Level2daily/Latest_baselines/TEC/TMS/. Downloaded cdf files are put in the created folder 288 
.../YYYYMMDDS/Downloaded_data/. 289 

The script Reading_Swarm_data_cdf.py reads the downloaded cdf files, calculates several quantities, and 290 
saves data in simple text files. Data are put in the created folder .../YYYYMMDDS/Organized_data/. In addition 291 
to information about time, location, physical quantities, and flags, the following quantities are here calculated: 292 

 Universal Time:  3600 60 0 001 3600UT hour minute second . millisecond /       ; 293 

 Local Time:  15 24LT UT longitude / %  , where % is the modulo operation; 294 

 DOY (Day Of the Year): day from the beginning of the year; 295 

 Height of the Swarm satellite: ESWARM Rradiush   , where radius is the distance of Swarm satellite 296 

from the Earth’s center, and RE is the Earth’s radius (6371.007 km); 297 
 Quasi-Dipole (QD) magnetic coordinates (Emmert et al., 2010; Laundal and Richmond, 2017): QD 298 

coordinates are calculated at the Swarm position for the specific UT hour; 299 
 Magnetic Local Time (MLT) in QD coordinates. 300 

4.4 Calculation and mapping of ionospheric indices 301 

ftp://swarm-diss.eo.esa.int/
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The script Parameters_calculation_and_mapping.py calculates the ionospheric indices (RODI, ROTEI, 302 
ROTI), for the selected day and Swarm satellite, by application of Section 3 formulas, and saves the results in 303 
the way of text files and figures (if wanted) in the created folder .../YYYYMMDDS/Output/. The script 304 
Functions.py contains several functions that are used for indices calculation and binning. 305 

LP output file, named Swarm_LP_S_YYYY_MM_DD_output.txt, contains time, position, measured LP 306 
quantities, flags, calculated RODI (and related quantities defined in Section 3.1) and ROTEI (and related 307 
quantities defined in Section 3.2) time series at 2 Hz rate. TEC output files (32 files, one for each GPS satellite), 308 
named Swarm_TEC_S_YYYY_MM_DD_PRNpp_output.txt (where pp is the PRN of GPS satellite), contain 309 
time, position, measured TEC variables, and calculated ROTI (and related quantities defined in Section 3.3) 310 
time series at 1 Hz rate. 311 

As said before, by default, the width of the sliding window used for indices calculation is set to 10 seconds 312 
(De Michelis et al., 2020) in order to catch small-scale fluctuations in measured data. However, this parameter 313 
can be changed in the TITIPY_input_parameters.txt to put the attention on different scales. Moreover, by 314 
default, absolute sTEC (slant total electron content) values are used for ROTI calculation. In the 315 
TITIPY_input_parameters.txt, the user can also decide to use absolute vTEC (vertical total electron content) 316 
or relative sTEC values for ROTI calculation. 317 

TITIPy produces several output figures (if this option is not deactivated in TITIPY_input_parameters.txt file), 318 
in different formats and geographic projections, for calculated indices and measured quantities. A selection of 319 
these is shown in Figure 3 for the ROTEI index, for Swarm B, on the 25th August 2018, the main phase day of 320 
a geomagnetic storm (Piersanti et al., 2020). Two main types of figures are produced: scatter plots in 321 
geographic coordinates and binned polar plots in QD coordinates. Panels a), b), and c) represent scatter plots 322 
of ROTEI calculated values in a Global, North Pole, and South Pole view, respectively. Remember that ROTEI 323 
(the same for RODI) values are calculated in-situ at Swarm orbit position; while ROTI values are associated 324 
to the IPP position. Panels d) and e) of Figure 3 represent binned polar plots in QD coordinates of ROTEI for 325 
the North and South Magnetic Poles, respectively. The binning is done as a function of QD latitude (from ±40° 326 
to ±90° in steps of 2°) and MLT (from 0 to 24 in steps of 0.25, i.e., 15 minutes), and the median value of each 327 
bin is represented. Binned polar plots in QD coordinates are particularly suited to put in evidence the latitudinal 328 
distribution of fluctuations for the different local hours sounded by Swarm satellites. It is worth highlighting 329 
that Swarm satellites cover different MLT sectors during the mission lifetime. TITIPy produces also 330 
corresponding plots for the Swarm measured quantities Ne, Te, and TEC.  331 
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 332 

Figure 3: Examples of TITIPy output plots for the ROTEI index calculated through Swarm B data collected 333 
on 25 August 2018: a) Global scatter plot; b) North Pole scatter plot; c) South Pole scatter plot; d) Binned polar 334 
plot in QD magnetic coordinates for the North Magnetic Pole; e) Binned polar plot in QD magnetic coordinates 335 
for the South Magnetic Pole. The scale is the same across all plots.  336 
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 337 

5. Example of TITIPy application: the St. Patrick 2015 geomagnetic storm 338 

One of the most fruitful usage of these ionospheric indices is the characterization of the topside ionosphere 339 
state during the development of a geomagnetic storm. In fact, geomagnetic storms can strongly impact on the 340 
physical and chemical state of the ionospheric plasma by producing fluctuations at very small spatial and 341 
temporal scales (Buonsanto, 1999; Prölss, 1995). This is why, it is here shown the application of TITIPy tool 342 
during some days encompassing the geomagnetic storm happened on 17 March 2015 (the so-called St. Patrick 343 
storm). It was the most intense geomagnetic storm of the solar cycle 24, classified as severe (Kamide and 344 
Kusano, 2015). Besides its intensity, the 2015 St. Patrick storm has been here selected because it is one of the 345 
most studied (Astafyeva et al., 2015), even through the application of these ionospheric indices (Cherniak et 346 
al., 2015; Cherniak and Zakharenkova, 2016; De Michelis et al., 2020). 347 

Figures 4 and 5 show the trend of RODI, ROTEI, and ROTI indices during the different phases of the 2015 St. 348 
Patrick storm at high-magnetic latitudes, for both hemispheres. Specifically, binned polar plots in QD magnetic 349 
coordinates, for the Northern (Figure 4) and Southern (Figure 5) hemisphere, of RODI, ROTEI, and ROTI 350 
indices calculated through Swarm A data collected from 16 to 19 March 2015, are shown. The first day (16 351 
March) is a quiet day before the storm commencement; the main phase of the storm happened during the course 352 
of 17 March, with a recovery phase extending for several days after. ROTI values in Figures 4 and 5 are those 353 
calculated by joining all 32 GPS satellites. Compared to RODI and ROTEI, ROTI calculated values cover a 354 
wider region due to the fact that they are referred to the IPP coordinates (16); then, depending on the specific 355 
GPS Azimuth and Elevation angles, positions different from the Swarm orbit are covered.  356 

It is evident how ionospheric indices change in intensity and location during the course of the storm. For 357 
example, ROTI values increase during the main phase of the storm (17 March) in the polar cap extending also 358 
to auroral and sub-auroral latitudes in the successive recovery phase days (albeit with a decreasing intensity). 359 
ROTEI values also manifest an increase in their intensity passing from quiet to disturbed conditions, but what 360 
it is more interesting is the expansion of the region covered by those disturbances under disturbed conditions. 361 
In fact, while under quiet conditions (16 March) high ROTEI values are visible only at very high latitudes, 362 
during disturbed conditions (17 to 19 March) the region characterized by high ROTEI values enlarges by 363 
including also sub-auroral latitudes. A similar, albeit less evident, behavior is also exhibited by RODI values 364 
which, in a first stage, grow in intensity and expand towards lower latitudes (17 March), then they decrease in 365 
intensity during 18 March to rise again during 19 March. This behavior is particularly evident for Northern 366 
latitudes (Figure 4) and is associated to the different phases of the storm. In fact, RODI being derived from in-367 
situ electron density values is affected by positive and negative phases of the storm (Prölss, 1995), causing 368 
increasing or decreasing in the topside electron density. In particular, 18 March is a negative phase day of the 369 
storm and the lowering of the background electron density seems to damp possible irregularities. This is also 370 
experienced by ROTI but with a less extension due to the integral nature of ROTI values.  371 

Magnetic polar plots, like those shown in Figure 4 and 5, can be of great value for ionospheric studies and to 372 
link the behavior exhibited by these ionospheric indices to possible source mechanisms which are typical of 373 
high latitudes like electric currents, plasma transport, particle precipitation, and thermospheric heating. 374 
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 375 

Figure 4: Binned polar plots in QD magnetic coordinates for the North Magnetic Pole for RODI (left panels), 376 
ROTEI (middle panels), and ROTI (right panels) indices calculated through Swarm A data collected from 16 377 
to 19 March 2015 (from top to bottom). Scales, for each index, are the same across all plots. 378 
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 379 

 380 

Figure 5: Same as Figure 4 but for the South Magnetic Pole. 381 
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 382 

6. Conclusions 383 

TITIPy is a Python tool specifically developed for the calculation and mapping of topside ionosphere 384 
turbulence indices that can be derived through ESA Swarm satellites mission measurements. The tool allows 385 
for obtaining the well-known RODI and ROTI indices through the analysis of electron density measurements 386 
from Langmuir Probes and from TEC derived values, respectively. Moreover, by applying the same 387 
methodology used for RODI calculation, the new index ROTEI has been defined based on electron temperature 388 
measurements by Langmuir Probes. RODI and ROTEI describe fluctuations and irregularities at small spatial 389 
and temporal scales in the in-situ topside electron density and temperature. In contrast, ROTI values are 390 
connected to non-local irregularities embedded in the integral of the electron density encompassing the topside 391 
ionosphere and the plasmasphere. The spherical thin shell geometric approximation has been here applied for 392 
the localization of ROTI values along the link path between LEO Swarm and GPS satellites. The study of these 393 
indices allows to characterize the turbulent state of the topside ionosphere and to link their spatial and temporal 394 
variability to physical mechanisms involved in plasma electrodynamics. TITIPy is open-source and freely 395 
downloadable at https://github.com/pignalberi/TITIPy. 396 
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